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Chapter 1 : Water Features, Water Gardens, Backyard Ponds by Aquascape
15 Unique Garden Water Features. This urban backyard makeover manages to fit in places for play, cooking and a
small water feature with a remote-control waterfall.

Share via Email Large water features such as this one designed by Tom Hoblyn for the Chelsea Flower Show
in look great, but can they be translated to a small town garden? The elaborate water features of old were
undoubtedly things of beauty, created to be show-stopping, showoff pieces that cared not a jot for the
environment around them. It was not unheard of for a stately home to divert a stream or river to fill a
decorative lake in their grounds, leaving the population outside of its walls literally high and dry. The Chelsea
Flower Show opened its doors for a few days earlier this month and there were water features aplenty there to
gain inspiration from. Whether your preference is for water jets, still calm reflective pools, coloured rills or
burbling brooks there is much to inspire, and although these are in the main large scale installations, many can
be compressed to suit the size and scope of a small town garden. The key to a successful water feature in a
small garden is in the planning. Site and situation are important factors to consider: Where will the feature be
sited? Full sun and eddying winds can have a dramatically negative effect on maintaining regular water levels
in a pond or water feature. Is it possible to get electricity and water to that point easily? These are two things
that should never be taken for granted, especially when combined, so always employ a skilled tradesperson to
undertake the installation for you or opt for a solar powered feature. Will the feature be a stand-alone creation?
A bold keystone of the garden as a whole, or will it gently enhance the scheme in a more naturalistic manner?
What will the material be? Can you take any reference for this from the immediate surroundings? Metal, slate,
stone or simply just water? How much maintenance is involved? A small recirculating feature in a warm town
garden could need topping up every day in summer, and with an imposed hosepipe ban this would have to be
done manually with watering cans. Is the water feature child-proof or can it be made so? Recirculating
features where there is no access to open water are safer. Open areas of water can be protected with a metal
grid immediately below the surface. There are vast numbers of companies selling water features on the
internet from the traditional stone forms of Haddonstone to the contemporary metal designs of David Harber
and everything in between to suit taste and budget. Companies such as Oak Barrel offer an almost bewildering
array of water features in every material, shape, size, form and cost. There is always the bespoke option to
consider as well. A tailor-made feature to suit your specific requirements and situation, either commissioned
through a garden designer as part of a scheme, or via a company such as Fairwater Ltd who can transform
your vision into a watery wonderland. So do ornamental grasses: It is invasive and spreads very quickly â€”
keep it containerised at all costs. Kate Gould is an award-winning garden designer and a regular exhibitor at
the Chelsea Flower Show. This is the latest in her series of monthly posts on design tips for transforming small
gardens:
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Chapter 2 : 20 Small Garden Water Feature Ideas To Add A Little More Zen To Your Life - blog.quintoapp.c
A water feature would be nice, a small fountain maybe? Find this Pin and more on gardens & outdoor ideas by Chris
Rush. water fountains made of stacked blog.quintoapp.com drilled through and plumbed in basin.

Pin Incorporating a water feature into your yard has a lot to offer the garden as well as the gardener. The most
obvious impacts are beauty and ambiance. A water feature provides further fascination through motion and
sound â€” and running water cools the surroundings even in the hottest areas. Flowing water charms the ear,
its glimmering surface catches the eye, and, if the water feature is just beyond our vision, it stimulates the
imagination. Even the smallest trickle of water will produce this. Water features are also irresistible to local
wildlife. Necessary to their survival, water draws birds, bees, butterflies, dragonflies, lizards, and other
beautifully wild things to the garden. Of course, any water feature also becomes an instant focal point for the
garden. Small-Space Water Features There are many ways to add a water feature or two to your small-space
garden or yard. Many of them are quite simple and can be created in hours. Water Gardens Water gardens, by
definition, are containers filled with water in which water plants are planted and grown. I consider water
gardens living art in the landscape. You can create a container water garden using a tub, water trough, old
bathtub, ceramic planter, or even an oversized glass bowl. All of these containers make a water garden
temporary and transportable. Fish are also appropriate for these container gardens. Before you add them, be
sure to plant the water garden and let it stabilize for a couple of weeks. If you are filling the water garden with
tap water, you may need to add a dechlorinator to the water before adding your fish. They can be permanent or
temporary, large or small, simple or intricate. While we still love a standard freestanding cement fountain,
there is so much more to choose from. There are other unique, freestanding fountains such as bubbling urns,
watering cans, graduated cylinders, and bowls. One of my favorite fountain styles are wall fountains. No
matter how long we stare at a fountain mounted on a wall or fence, they continue to hold a mystery that keeps
us transfixed. Wall fountains have designs with a forced water stream that drops into a tub, bowl, or even into
the backyard swimming pool. Keep in mind that a bubbling fountain with a large tub can double as a water
garden, as well. Small Ponds Some small yards are perfectly capable of holding a pond. The easiest way to
build a small pond is with a prefabricated liner. Your local garden center will have them available in several
different shapes. A pond can also be created from scratch by digging a hole into a desired shape and then
lining it with a thick, flexible plastic liner. Most people understand that deciduous trees will drop all of their
leaves come fall, but even evergreen trees such as pines evergreens will drop their needles here and there.
Birdbaths Birdbaths are the quickest way to add water to a small area of your yard or garden. Keep an eye out
for birdbaths made of cement, ceramic stone, glass, ceramic tiles, and copper. Birds, bees, and butterflies will
be more than happy to put them to good use. As far as wild critters are concerned, the more shallow the
birdbath, the better. Keep the water in the bath clean, fresh, and cool and be prepared to witness a wide variety
of birds! While different bird seeds attract certain species, water attracts every species. The most attractive
water of all is water that is moving. Water is always a potential danger to children and pets. If there is any
chance at all that young children will be in your garden or yard unsupervised, I urge you to consider not
incorporating a water feature into your garden plan. Embed the article on your site.
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Chapter 3 : Water Features for Small Gardens: From Concept to Construction by Keith Davitt
Small water gardens Container Water Gardens Container pond Container Gardening Small Water Features Outdoor
water features Water features in the garden Pond Plants Water plants for ponds Forward container water gardens,
container gardening, gardening, ponds water features, Small fountains in a small deck container provide whimsy and the
melodic.

There is no better way of relaxing after a stressful day than sitting in a comfortable chair and listening to the
gentle sound of water gurgling and splashing in the background. The sound of the flowing water helps to mask
traffic and other noise and increases the peacefulness of your private space. Small Garden Fountains Review
Fountains range from the huge designs you find in public squares and parks to the miniature table top models.
All consist of the same basic features, a basin to collect the water, a pump and a spout with either single or
multiple jets. Outdoor fountains for use in the garden come in two basic types, freestanding or wall mounted.
While a wall fountain will be ideal if you have limited space, a freestanding design will provide a focal point
in your garden. Although all fountains look as though they are made from stone or concrete, some are
constructed from fiberglass or plastic resin. These are lighter and easier to handle, but will not normally last as
long as those made from stone. Installing your fountain The two requirements for a fountain are a source of
water and electricity, so you will need to provide piped water and a power cable to the site of your fountain.
Some fountains use solar power for the pump which enables you to dispense with the power lead, but the
pump will only operate while the sun is shining. If you have pets you should think carefully about the type and
siting of a fountain. Dogs love water and a ground level basin will be an open invitation for your pet to drink
or even to jump right in if it is large enough. This could cause problems because, if the water level falls too
far, it could damage the pump. Maintenance requirements Small garden fountains do need a small amount of
regular maintenance, but this is really just a matter of common sense. You will need to clear out any leaves or
small twigs that collect in the basin otherwise the pump could become blocked. Equally it is important to keep
the water at the correct level since the pump could be damaged if it runs dry. Fitting a time switch so that it
will turn on and off at set times automatically is a good way to avoid this problem. During the winter it is
important to protect the fountain from freezing. Stone and concrete models should ideally be stored indoors
since if the water in the basin freezes it could cause cracks. If the fountain has to be left outside during the
winter, you should remove the pump and any drain plugs so that water can drain away and so keep the basin
dry. As an extra precaution wrap your fountain in an old blanket and then cover with plastic sheet to keep off
the rain. If you follow this simple guidance your fountain will last for many years. Summary You can add a
touch of magic to your garden by installing one of the many small garden fountains available today. Whether
it is a freestanding model in the center of your garden or a wall mounted fountain beside your patio you bring
that sense of peace and tranquility that comes with the sound of gently flowing water.
Chapter 4 : About Your Privacy on this Site
No matter how small the order or how far it needs to go, ShippingPass provides unlimited nationwide shipping. If you
need to return or exchange an item you can send it back at no cost or take it to your neighborhood store.

Chapter 5 : Water Features & Garden Fountains: + from Â£20
TekHome W Solar Fountain Pump, Solar Bird Bath Fountain Pump, Solar Powered Bird Bath Fountain, Solar Water
Fountain for Bird Bath, Solar Panel Pump, Small Floating Fountain for Garden Pond Pool.

Chapter 6 : About Your Privacy on this Site
Water Features For Small Gardens is the ultimate how-to book for every type of water garden from tub gardens to raised
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fountains. Not only is it filled with beautiful after pictures, it has in-progress photos, construction details and technical
drawings for each of the eight types of water gardens covered (with several examples of each), which.

Chapter 7 : Designing small gardens: water features | Life and style | The Guardian
Water features are a flow of water created by a fountain, stream, pool, reservoir or pump which cascades down a
manmade or natural environment. Water features are used in gardens to create fascinating, tranquil sound or sights and
often feature lighting which can provide an astounding effect at night.

Chapter 8 : Bringing Water Features To Your Garden | blog.quintoapp.com
Garden Water Features & Solar Water Features Garden water features are an ideal product fit to purpose in bringing
new life and a real touch of style to your outdoor areas. There is an array of different styles to choose from all available
in a variety of sizes to match any garden style and personal budget.

Chapter 9 : Water Features: Garden & Outdoors: blog.quintoapp.com
Shopping for Small Water Features: Garden Pond and Fountain Supply You'll spend more time shopping for supplies in
this small water feature project than on the landscaping work, itself. For supplies you'll need the following, which you
should be able to buy at major hardware chains and/or nurseries.
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